Friday Night [under the] Lights…
2021

Happy Friday...
I hope everyone is well tonight…
First and foremost – I want to correct an error in last week’s FNuL. In my discussion about the vaccines,
I stated that the vaccine could lead to a positive antigen test after receipt. It’s a positive antibody test.
My apologies for transposing the two.
If you have a positive antigen test after receiving a vaccine, it most likely indicates a COVID infection
(remember - there are false positives). We have several of our own colleagues who received the vaccine
and subsequently tested positive on the Rapid Antigen test.
Remember – While the vaccine is highly effective (95%) that means (I’m getting my calculator out) 5%
of those vaccinated will not develop antibodies / immunity. In addition, receipt of the vaccine does not
confer instant immunity. It takes time to build up protection (which is further bolstered by the 2nd
dose).
So, theoretically, if one is exposed to the COVID virus
while the immune system is “developing” or if the
individual is one of the 5% of non-responders,
infection post vaccination is possible.
Hopefully, that makes some sense. My apologies
again for the antigen-antibody error.
(Thanks to Dr’s Beeson & Clemency and his colleague
Sarah for catching this (the error, not the virus…).
So… On we go.
Thanks to everyone that dropped me a line about their thoughts / experience with the vaccine. There
seem to be some common themes…
First, as we all know, the vaccination deployment strategies are set by each individual state. There is
substantial variation in the processes, the prioritization requirements and how target groups are
notified.
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Each local operation should get information on vaccine specifics for your area. GMR is not a primary
vaccine supply recipient unless we are partnered with a health department, vaccinating agency or
healthcare system. We continue to work aggressively in many states and at the federal level to be a
designated recipient for our Providers. We’ll keep working on it.
The other common observation from many of you is what we are seeing across the spectrum in those
that have been vaccinated.
The side effects after the second dose are usually more impactful (do you like how I used that term? It
has the same utility when we tell patients they may feel a little “pressure”) than the first and can be
more significant (word choice again – Think pressure) than many might be expecting.
It’s important to remember that the commonly observed side effects are an expected result of
vaccination – The fatigue, soreness myalgias, low grade fever, heavy bleeding through the tear ducts
(kidding on that last one) are a result of the body doing exactly what we want it to – Mounting a
response to a foreign invader. In this case it’s a response to a piece of the protein found on the surface
of the Coronavirus. Those side effects are a good indication that are bodies are doing exactly what we
want them to.
You cannot get COVID19 from the mRNA vaccines. The expected side effects, even if they are greater
than what you may be used to with the seasonal influenza vaccines, are self-limited and a small price to
pay for such powerful protection…
A second tip of the hat to our colleagues in Arlington
Fire / Arlington EMS and Dr. Cindy Simmons. The
Arlington Mass Vaccination site continues to be one of
the nation’s most effective COVID vaccination
initiatives. The Governor of Texas paid a visit to our
colleagues this week.
Get this. Yesterday they vaccinated 2140 people (340
people an hour – that’s 5 ½ patients a minute (those half
patients get through pretty quickly).
Seriously – the model works and it works well…
Initiatives like this are a powerful message to public health healthcare systems and government
regulators about the strength of EMS innovation in non-traditional healthcare delivery…

So, there were two other communications after last week’s
FNuL that really struck me.
The first was a discussion with Terence Ramotar about his
experience that morning at the AMR Drive Through Vaccination
Site in Sumter County, Florida.
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Terence describes an elderly woman sitting in her car crying. When she was asked if everything was
OK, she said that she was so grateful to get the vaccine so she could see her granddaughter who she
has not seen since the beginning of the pandemic. She said she worried she wouldn’t ever be able to
see her again…

When you’re “in the zone” it’s sometimes easy to forget how much simple actions change people’s
lives. An elderly crying woman in a line of cars in an open field about to get a vaccine is really a story of
someone who will hopefully get to realize the most important thing in her life once again, thanks to
what you do. It’s not just a shot. It’s the beginning of her getting her life back.
Makes it a privilege to stick a little needle in someone’s arm. It’s such a tremendous way to be a Part of
Better…
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Finally, one of my Physician friends who’s been in EMS as long as I have (it was so fun for us to hook up
the horses and respond to the big one…) Luis Eljaiek (our Medical Director in Northern Virginia – PTS)
beautifully and concisely captured his sense of “well-being” after his vaccination:
His note:
I felt great the day after my vaccination except for the sore arm...I was jubilant and
what I really felt was that for once in a very long time, I WAS IN CONTROL!
Regards

Luis
He hit the nail on the head. In Control.
This Pandemic has robbed us of so many things we have been used to doing in “normal” life. While
masking, physical distancing and handwashing will absolutely decrease spread, vaccination is the key to
approaching elimination of a viral burden with such a widespread impact.
Luis is right. It gives us a sense of being back in control (and we love to be in control…).
Keep it up – we’ll get there. A lot of work still ahead.
Please, please get your vaccine when you can.
It’s safe and effective. It’s been 10 days since I got my vaccine and honestly, I haven’t noticed a thing…
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Speaking of being in control …

12 years ago today.

One of aviation’s most memorable events. Captain Chesley “Sully” Sullenberger safely landed the
plane he was piloting on New York City’s Hudson River after a bird strike caused its engines to fail. I
remember being glued to the TV watching this unfold.
Sullenberger, described by friends as "shy and reticent, “was noted for his poise and calm during the
crisis; New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg dubbed him "Captain Cool".
Not surprisingly, Sullenberger suffered symptoms of post-traumatic stress after the event including
sleeplessness and flashbacks. He said that the moments before the ditching were "the worst sickening,
pit-of-your-stomach, falling-through-the-floor feeling" that he had ever experienced.
But he also reminded us of something that’s so important in what we do – as a matter of fact, it’s SO
applicable right now - he said: "One way of looking at this might be that for 42 years, I've been making
small, regular deposits in this bank of experience, education and training.
And on January 15, the balance was sufficient so that I could make a very large withdrawal."
__________________



Epilogue…

One day, Pete complained to his friend, “My head really hurts. I guess I should see a doctor.”
His friend said, “Don’t do that. There’s a computer at the drug store that can diagnose anything
quicker and cheaper than a doctor. Simply tell it the problem, put in a sample of your urine, and the
computer will diagnose it and tell you what you can do about the issue you’re having. It only costs
$20.00.”
Pete figured he had nothing to lose, so he filled a jar with a urine sample and went to the drug store.
Finding the computer, he poured in the sample and deposited the $20.00.
The computer started making some noise and various lights started flashing. After a brief pause, out
popped a small slip of paper which read:
You have migraines. You need to take better care of yourself. Get daily rest, drink a lot and avoid
bright lights, stress, and strain. See me again in 2 weeks.
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During the next 2 weeks, while thinking how amazing this new technology was and how it would
change medical science forever, he began to wonder if this could be fooled. He decided to give it a
try. He mixed together some tap water, a stool sample from his dog, and urine samples from his wife
and daughter. To top it off, he even added some oil from his car.
He went back to the drug store, located the computer, poured in the sample and deposited the
$20.00, again stating he had a bad headache. He waited curiously to see what the computer would
say about the odd mix. The machine again made the usual noises, flashed lights, and printed out the
following analysis:
Your tap water has too much waste in it.
Your dog has ringworms.
Your teenage daughter is pregnant.
Your wife has had 5 different lovers in the past six months.
Also, your car needs a new radiator.
And you wonder why you have a headache?
__________________
So, that’s it from my World. Happy Friday.
And, an important reminder. Not trying to be your parent here, but please be extra careful this next
week. The current state of tension surrounding the political unrest nationwide is worrisome.
Public Safety Medicine is not without risk. This is one of those weeks to be extra alert, always vigilant
and reinforce your safety approaches with your partners…
As Sgt Esterhaus used to always say at the end of his Shift Report on Hill Street Blues…
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Happy Friday.
I appreciate the sense of comfort you give your communities…

Ed
Ed Racht, MD
edward.racht@gmr.net
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